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It gives me great pleasure to address our targeted population – the underprivileged child and, more specifically, our desire to provide them with the right to a quality 

education.  With this goal in mind, we have been collaborating with a few NGOs who are actively involved in this field.  As a result, we are confident that the children 

that are in touch with us, through our various NGO partners, have already been provided with access to good educational opportunities.  However, I would like to share 

with you two ‘secrets’ of my own success and hope that these will help each of you to gain the success that you so richly deserve.

I had four great ‘Teachers’ or mentors who helped me in my life’s journey.  My Father, a school dropout at Grade 3, emphasized that which he did not have, a quality 

education.  He pushed me to do my MBA which has helped me right through my career.  My second mentor, and my first ‘boss’, taught me the value of being detailed 

and meticulous.  Then came the Minister of Shipping of the Maldives who taught me all that I know about the shipping business.  And finally it was Mr. Kirit Shah, the 

owner of the Company that I have worked for over the past 33 years.  He really taught me all that I know, and continues to guide me, by his words and actions, till this 

day.  To succeed in life you therefore not only need a good education but also good mentors.

In life you will come across some cross roads.  The choices you make at such junctures will have an extraordinary 

impact on your life and career.  In my case it happened in 1983.  I was negotiating terms for joining Mr. Shah in 

Bangkok and, at the same time, I was also looking at a great shipping job in Geneva.  As it so happened I shook 

hands with Mr. Shah and accepted his offer only to find that I was also offered the job at Geneva!  I declined the 

Geneva based shipping job, even though I desperately wanted it, because I had already given my word to Mr. 

Shah.  That was, perhaps, the best decision I have ever made.  The Geneva company went bust a few years later 

whilst I helped start and create Precious Shipping one of the most admired and successful shipping companies 

in the world!  So I would encourage all you students to always do the right thing, no matter how tough that 

decision might seem, as doing the right thing always works in the long run.

 Regards,

 Khalid
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Sackhumvit Trust’s mission is to catalyze socio-economic change in India through intervention in 
healthcare and education for the underprivileged children. We partner with NGOs to collectively 
achieve our goals. Sackhumvit Trust was founded in 1989 by Mr. Khalid Hashim who strongly 
believes that education is critical in bringing about the desired transformation in society.

intRoDuction

One of the unique characteristics of Sackhumvit Trust is that not only are we a funding organization but 
we also play an active role in identifying, reviewing,  approving and monitoring the funds we disburse 
for various projects. Although we fund a variety of projects, there is a uniform guideline followed and all 
projects have to conform to the clauses laid out and mutually agreed in the MOU.

 teAm SAckhumvit tRuSt

 tRuSteeS

khAliD hAShim

vijAyAlAkShmi hAShim

 pRojectS heAD
RAjini SeethARAm

 co-oRDinAtoR
jonAS jeyASuRiAn

AuDitoRS
hb Sunil & co

Thanks to many dedicated partnerships and volunteers and the financial support by the Trust, Sackhumvit 
Trust has grown rapidly over the past decade. We have extended partnership support to NGOs in 6 states in 
India encompassing diverse geographical coverage. Sackhumvit Trust is non-discriminatory and support s 
needy groups that have no political or religious affliation. Although our projects have touched many lives, 
there is still much work ahead. 

Sackhumvit Trust made a beginning a couple of decades ago in 1989 with  primary focus on providing 
health care services to the poor. In 2009, we diversified into education and women empowerment programs. 
Sackhumvit Trust was registered in Bangalore under the INdIAN TrUSTS AcT 1882.

This Annual report for 2014-2015 provides an overview of the diverse areas in which Sackhumvit Trust and 
our affiliates are engaged. Financial data is provided at the end of this report.
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• To work/act as an  agent of change and 
implement programs so that the poor can have 
access to quality education and health care

•   Support youngsters in rural areas to get quality 
education, opportunities for skill development 
and livelihood

• Empower women through carefully crafted 
programs such as basic communication in 
English and computer training programs

ouR miSSion Scope
Our Mission covering education is designed to work at three levels:
• Bring non school - going children to formal education with the majority being school dropouts.
• Enable school going underprivileged children to achieve grade level learning norms.
• Support Secondary and high school children from difficult circumstances so as to ease transition to 

higher education

Mission Sackhumvit Trust in partnership with NGOs inducts children usually in the age group of 10 to 
18 through non-formal education, remedials and tutorial, subsequently mainstreaming them into the 
formal school system.

Good governance, credibility and accountability have  been the benchmarks for evaluating and 
monitoring the Trust’s activities

This four-tier audit mechanism reviews programmes and projects, internal operations, 
compliance of statutory norms and conducts an external evaluation for the impact and outcome 
of various development programmes. The entire management processes and practices of the 
Trust are in compliance with the principles of good governance.
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bAngAloRe chApteR

 centRe FoR chilD DiSAbility AnD Development

 DReAm School FounDAtion

 SApthAk muSic ngo

 meghShAlA

StRAtegy

• To create a comprehensive system of services to fulfill students long term needs for 
education, skills, emotional support as well as short term needs like nutrition and 
extracurricular activities.

•   Maximise impact of this systems through interpreting programs, monitoring and improving 
the quality of support.

•  Seizing opportunities to expand
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centRe FoR chilD DiSAbility AnD Development

dr. Nandini Mundkur in her early days of general paediatric practice developed a deep concern for the 
parents, who faced many hardships and struggles to find a better treatment option for their children 
with developmental disorders. She also felt the need for contemporary diagnostic methods, therapy 
options and more dedicated working professional in the field of developmental paediatrics. With this 
passion, she pursued her interest in developmental medicine which resulted in the inception of centre 
for child development and disabilities in the year 2006 in partnership with Sackhumvit Trust.
ccdd,  a non profit organization (a unit of Sackhumvit 
Trust) is a one-stop location for children with various 
developmental disorders. The centre provides 
comprehensive diagnostic and therapeutic services for 
children with a wide range of developmental problems 
in areas of physical, mental, language and learning 
from birth to adolescence. clients from different parts 
of India, Asia, Europe and the rest of the world have 
benefitted from our consultation and therapy services.
ccdd has a branch on BEL road and is setting up a 
centre in Jayanagar.
children are referred to ccdd by private practitioners, schools and through our website. 

centRe pRoviDeS multiDiSciplinARy DiAgnoSiS FoR:

• Early child hood development diagnosis and management
• Early intervention for physical, intellectual, behavioural and socio emotional challenges
• Neonatal developmental follow up
• Hand writing assessment and management
• Behavioural evaluation and management
• Language and speech assessment and intervention
• Parent counselling
• Outreach program on socio emotional learning
• Hand writing and developmental follow up
• Learning disability remedial classes
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The centre brings together well known specialists in the field of Paediatrics specialized in orthopaedics, 
neurology, psychiatry, developmental medicine and rehabilitation. The clinic is well supported by 
an early intervention centre staff with Paediatric 
Physiotherapist, Psychologist, Occupational 
therapist; Autism trained Special Educator, Special 
Educator for learning disability.

This year we added Neuropsychological 
Assessment-II [NEPSY-II]. This test provides 
comprehensive evaluation of psychological 
profile of the children in autism, AdHd, behavioral 
and learning problems. This is one of the very few 
centers in India providing this assessment.

The online course for early diagnosis and early intervention continues to enroll doctors from various 
parts of India. 

ouR theRApiStS conDucteD SeminARS on the Following topicS

13/10/2014 – Theory of mind – conducted by Mrs. Manju Bhargavi & Mrs. Preetha Sunil

29/11/2014 – Social stories – conducted by Mrs. Savitha & Mrs. Apoorva deshpande 

7/3/2015 – cortical Visual Impairment – conducted by dr. Sudar Kumar

19/9/2015 & 20/9/2015 – conducted Sensory workshop for doctors, parents and special educators 

ccdd encourages the therapists to update their knowledge by sending them to various courses 
related to their specialization. This year two staffs 

1. Mrs. Preetha Sunil, Psychologist 
2. Mrs. Manju Bhargavi, Special Educator

Attended handwriting without tears workshop conducted on February 6th, 7th & 8th-2015 [approved 
by The American Occupational Therapy Association] conducted by Jan Olsen.                
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ouR theRApiStS conDucteD SeminARS on the Following topicS

10/12/2014 -  MAMc, chennai

18/1/2015 -    IAP, Trivandrum

5/4/2014 - Infosys, Bangalore meeting

7/6/2014 -  Mumbai

27/6/2014-  IAP conference

31/10/2014 - Mumbai

5/12/2015 -  Action for autism, delhi

ccDD FellowShip
dr.Ajay Bharadwaj, from Meerut had enrolled for a 1 year fellowship in developmental paediatrics 
that, completed in September-2015

celebRAtion
ccdd celebrated birthdays of the doctors and staff 
We also celebrated children’s day & dasara festival at the centre

CCDD organised a one day trip to Bheemeshwari for all the staff on 20/10/2014

excuRSion

All staff were given bonus for deepavali in November 2014
ccdd hiked the salaries of all staff in January 2015

incRement & bonuS

Mr. Karthik took charge as ccdd’s website coordinator

technology
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StAtiSticS 2014-15
centre for child development & disabilities (Malleswaram and New Bel road) have seen 1012 new 
children from April 2014 to March 2015.  Total number of remedial sessions conducted in these 
places was 14790.
This year 509 children have undergone detailed assessments in our centres

The different kinds of sessions conducted in ccdd are shown below

1 session per week  – 395
2 sessions per week  – 615
3 sessions per week  – 328
4 sessions per week  – 178
5 sessions per week  – 39
6 sessions per week  – 9
Outstation children  – 128

The profile of children who attended sessions 
ccdd

ASd  762
Ld  279
AdHd   63
Gdd 584
Others      4

Total 1692
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DReAm School FounDAtion (DSF), bAngAloRe

Partnering with dream School Foundation with a jointly signed MOU, the primary aim of this 
partnership is to help underprivileged children and the minority community merge into society’s 
mainstream by guiding them towards appropriate educational opportunities after - school assistance 

in the form of tutorials and mentoring. 
The Trust also aims to provide children 
studying in government schools access 
to private and certified schools in 
and around urban/rural areas with an 
intention to upgrade them to better 
learning opportunities available in 
private schools. Partnering with dSF, 
students are identified and their entire 
fees are borne by the Trust.

The two main initiatives, namely 
Headstart and Ten Plus programmes 

aim at providing better opportunities and wider exposure to the secondary and higher secondary 
students.

heADStARt pRogRAm
These programs facilitates the children to 
10th grade and beyond. Sackhumvit Trust 
supported 151 students under this program 
in 2014-15 through its centres in Bangalore at 
rT Nagar, Yeshwantpur and BEL. The program 
covers choice of schools with financial 
support, educational resource provision and 
overall development by means of ongoing 
mentoring and coaching with a strong parent-
teacher interface.

In a typical government school, the children are made to learn by rote and not given any special 
attention. The competency level of math, science and language is, therefore incompatible in relation 
to the grade level of the students. Eventually, many children dropout because they are unable to 
cope with the lessons. dSF partners with the Trust to directly address the above issues through the 
Headstart and Tenplus programs.
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highlightS 2014-15 

• Two month long summer camp was conducted with bridge course in Maths and English with a 
view to strengthening the foundation learning levels of the students of Standards 8 and 9. Special 
sessions on life skills, environment education, music, dance, theatre, etc., were also conducted. The 
camp concluded with dance and drama performances at the Annual day Impressions 2014.

• Summer camp for Standard 10 focused on academic coaching with Subject Matter Experts taking 
classes with the help and support of the volunteers.

• regular academic coaching sessions with special focus on Maths, Science and English language,  
were conducted at the centre after school hours and during weekends. 

• Monthly Life skills and leadership development sessions were conducted by expert resource 
persons, dSF staff and volunteers.

• Workshopsfor the students of Standard 10 were conducted on study skills and exam stress reduction.

• A five-day diwali camp was organized with each day focused on a specific topic and subject - Math, 
English, General Knowledge, Social Sciences and a Fun day.  

• We organized effective parent interface sessions, frequent meets and workshops with parents and 
visits to the homes of specially identified students.

• The following events and important days were celebrated with great enthusiasm : Teachers’ day, 
children’s day, Festivals, New Year and monthly birthdays.

• Outbound trips included a visit to Target corporation.  

• Over 150 examination kits were distributed to the students of Standards 8, 9 and 10 at all our 
centres.

• career and social counselling sessions for students by professional counsellors were conducted 
at New BEL, r.T.Nagar and Yeshwantpur E&d centres by renowned student counsellors, Mrs. Asha 
Sathya Narayan and Mr. Sathya Narayan of Hrdayaanuga organisation.

• New BEL studentswere taken on an exposure trip to the Planetarium.

• Examination kits distributed to all  HeadStart and Ten Plus students at the New BEL, Yeshwantpur 
and r.T.Nagar E&d centres 

•   children’s day celebrations with fun activities, painting, drawing and Mehandi art competitions        
     were conducted at  New BEL, Yeshwantpur and r.T.Nagar E&d centres.  
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FAcilitieS At the centReS

• computer lab with a total of 10 computers  at each centre

• Libraries with over 1000 titles at each centre

• Well-equipped science lab to cater to High school students  

• Smart Board facility with relevant high quality content 

• Other Audio visual aids with educational cds and multimedia  

• Qualified full-time teachers for Maths, Science, Social Science & English with strong support from  
  external visiting teachers & volunteers. 

beneFiciARy DetAilS

ClassWise Distribution
STd X STd IX STd VIII TOTAL

53 48 50 151
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The program aims to educate and empower socio-economically deprived students who have 
completed High School education up to Grade 10.  The objective is to make these students eligible 
for professional courses or other higher level studies (e.g. vocational and technical schools) and 
enable them to find rewarding job opportunities in their field of interest.  

the pRogRAm involveS:

• Facilitation of continuance of Education beyond standard 10th (SSLc) in colleges & courses of their        
choice
• Monitor & Mentor the students by keeping track of scorecards
• Academic & non-academic sessions at Education & development centers
• customized interventions to suit individual needs 
• Parent community outreach and interface 

ActivitieS & impAct oF pRogRAmme
• 2014-15 was streamlining of the admission process for TenPlus program 
• Over 500 students applied and underwent a rigorous admission process
• Two intensive rounds to profile their aptitude and attitudes, followed by counseling sessions, parent 
interface and final selection
• 155 students were enrolled, taking the total number of Ten Plus students to 435 students 
• regular academic coaching in all the subjects of Science  and commerce delivered by qualified 
professionals (volunteers & paid staff) 
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• PUc II (Science) students enrolled to professional academic coaching institutes
• Two modules of leadership development courses and six life skill sessions with special focus on 
teenage challenges conducted by in-house experts and external resource persons 
• regular communication skills sessions with special focus on Spoken English 
• Mentor Program now covers nearly 70 students. The mentors spend a minimum of four hours a 
month with each student
• continued focus on parenting interface and sessions with the parent community conducted by 
parenting expert resource persons & our staff
• House  visits done for all students during the reporting period 
• Extra-curricular activities, connect programs, Annual day where students participated in theatre, 
dance, music etc 
• Exposure trips conducted to three  IT companies

StReAmwiSe DiStRibution oF StuDentS 

Stream No of StudeNtS

II PUc(ArTS) 1

II PUc(cOM-
MErcE)

15

II PUc(ScIENcE) 6

dIPLOMA 1

B.cOM 14

BcA 2

B.Sc 2

B.E 7

BA 2

TOTAL 50
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TOTAL NUMBEr 
OF STUdENTS

110

totaL NumBer of 
StudeNtS WItH NumBer PerceNtage

DiStinction 16 14.50%

FIrST cLASS 68 61.30%

SEcONd cLASS 9 8.10%
THIrd cLASS 2 1.80%

PASS PErcENTAGE 
- cOMMErcE

85.80%

PASS PErcENTAGE 
- ScIENcE

87.30%

TOTAL PASS 
PErcENTAGE

85.60%

puc (ii) ReSult
Science StReAm
despite a drastic change in syllabus moving to a tough NcErT curriculum, dSF had an extremely 
encouraging result. SUrYA K, topped the science stream, scoring centum in three subjects and an 
aggregate of 97%, missing the Karnataka state topper position by just two percent. 
dhanalakshmi r (95%), Seema Fakhruddin (90%) and ShaikWali Basha (90%) were next in line.

SUrYA’S cET rANK – 109

commeRce StReAm
Students of the commerce stream displayed intense competition with Syeda Noorain scoring 
95.5%, very closely followed by Sindhu r (95.3%), Heena Taj A(93%) and rakshitha r(92.5%).

SAckhumvit centRe – new bel RoAD
The year 2014-15 saw the expansion of the Headstart program at the Sackhumvit centre on New 
BEL road. A fresh group of 8th standard students were enrolled under the program More than 
90% of the students enrolled were from Government Model Primary School, Geddalahalli. 
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• The students were taken on an educational field trip to the Planetarium which gave them 
exposure and improved their learning.
• The students had a career counselling session conducted by one of our volunteers, which gave 
them awareness about the various career options they have and left them motivated to achieve 
their dreams
• A series of art classes were conducted where the students were equipped with the skills to 
create simple warli paintings. The end of the sessions saw their creative side come out in the form of 
greeting cards and book marks
• Workshop was conducted for the students of 10th standard to equip them with skills to handle 
exam stress and gave them tips to improve their study skills.
• Workshop was conducted for the parents of 10th standard students to empower them to support 
their wards during their examinations and enable them to participate in their education
• Science experiment sessions were conducted for experiential learning
• computer classes were conducted to introduce the students to the working of computers and 
technology
• Half yearly one-on-one meeting with parents was held to communicate the progress of the 
students and to understand their challenges and get feedback

SSlc ReSultS (gRADe 10 exAmS) 2014
SSLc students at both the Yeshwantpur & rT Nagar centres achieved a stupendous 96% result, 
as against the Karnataka state results of 81% with the Yeshwantpur centre students recording an 
astonishing 100% pass percentage!!

dSF had 8 distinctions and 35 first classes. 

rahul Balasaheb Pawar topped the batch with a brilliant 96%. Girls were not far behind as he was 
closely followed by Ayesha Siddiqa  - 93%, Madeeha Zaka - 92%, and Mohana Priya S - 89% 

TOTAL NUMBEr OF STUdENTS 64
dISTINcTIONS    8
FIrST cLASS     35
SEcONd cLASS    16
TOTAL PASS PErcENTAGE  96.8%
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toppeRS commeRce 2014-15

Bhargavi Shanbhoghu  rakshitha Kamath Lavanya A Nargis Mohammed

 Noor AfzaAshwini MNeha Sultana

rakshitha J Samreen SultanaUmme raquiba

darthi

toppeRS Science 2014-15

Manasa  Mohammed rafeeq Sagar B.N

Kumar G Aishwarya Babu
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women empoweRment pRogRAm

In August, 2014 dSF embarked on yet another journey to make the right to Education real and 
create new possibilities through community empowerment program. This program was fully 
funded by Sackhumvit Trust. The program focused on the siblings of the beneficiaries and created 
opportunities for girls, who forced by 
circumstances had to discontinue their 
education. The aim of the empowerment 
program was to equip women with skills 
that would enable them to seek and gain 
mainstream employment. This would, 
in turn, be able to support their siblings 
and family, economically and socially, 
thereby contributing to making the right 
to Education real.
The program was conducted at our 
centers in New BEL road and rT Nagar, 
Bangalore. The identified beneficiaries 
came from varying backgrounds and 
education levels. They were all enthusiastic and keen to gain from the valuable opportunities. Their 
remarkable progress was evident from marked improvement in their communication skills, computer 
knowledge, confidence and self-esteem. 

The program was effectively extended to our students’ mothers who were keen to improve their 
communication skills and participate in the education of their children.
• The program was conducted in two batches
•  The participants were in the age group varying between 16 and 35 years
• 90 % of the participants had no work experience. The remaining 10% had served as sales personnel 
or as temporary workers.
• 70% of the women who participated found immediate employment.
• More than 35 volunteers and resource persons were involved in teaching as well as conducting life 
skill activity sessions. 

pARtneR involvement

•  Sackhumvit Trust has been a model partner, visible through their active and continuous 
participation in   planning, monitoring and evaluation of  dSF programs. Their involvement and 
sustained support has generated positive results and created new opportunities for many students 
in dSF. during the reporting financial year 2014-15, frequent interactions took place with our Projects 
Head, rajini Seetharam and co-ordinator Jonas Jeyasurian regarding periodical progress and updates 
about our programs.  Mr. Jonas took classes in Business Studies for our Ten Plus students at the New 
BEL centre.  We received valuable inputs and guidance on action plans for the following year from 
our chairman, Mr. Khalid Hashim, during our annual meeting and in the interim.

From the desk of dSF - A thank you note.
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•  In  december 2014, as part of the felicitation ceremony,  Mr. Khalid Hashim addressed the women 
who completed the program and encouraged them to utilise the learning in an effective manner by 
bringing awareness at home and instilling values in their children. Mr. Khalid also urged women 
to utilise their time well in a creative manner and armed with basic education to be responsible 
contributing members of society. 

• In a solemn ceremony at r.T.Nagar Education and development centre, the second round of 
the community Empowerment Program was launched in February, 2015, in the presence of Mrs. 
Vijayalakshmi Hashim and Mrs. rajini Seetharam of the Sackhumvit Trust.
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SApthAk muSic ngo

Sackhumvit Trust partners with NGO Sapthak to reach out to 
rural children residing in villages of Karnataka and expose them 
to Hindustani classical music. The classes cover technical aspects 
of Hindustani classical music engaging on a one on one basis 
and specifically designed to nurture creativity, self confidence 
and teamwork. 

how the pARtneRing woRkS:

Sapthak recruits and trains teachers to run weekly classes so that 
children learn to write, compose, learn and perform classical 
music. Students gain the multiple benefits of learning music 
skills while collaborating with Sapthak music school to give live 
performances and concerts in major cities of India 
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tRAining ARtiStS to engAge chilDRen

classical teachers are carefully selected and trained to 
engage every child in the class, and simplify basic musical 
concepts. This is specially so for children who are not so 
inclined towards academics and may make a future in 
classical music. Music learning helps concentration, builds 
motor skills, and supports comprehension in school.

conceRtS AnD AccompliShment

Sapthak creates opportunities for students to perform at 
neighborhood concerts, public festivals and open arenas. 
With every performance, the students grow more confident, 
overcome fears and feel a sense of accomplishment.

vAni bhAt pRAthibA hugAR SinDhu hegDe

mAnoj Shet nAgARjun

muSic ScholARShip AwARDeeS FoR 2014-2015
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meghShAlA

intRoDuction
Meghshala Trust was registered in december 2013 and started formal operations in August 2014. 
Meghshala Trust was supported by Sackhumvit Trust to run a pilot for Grade 7 across 5 classrooms in 

3 schools in Gubbi, Tumkur district and Bangalore.

About meghShAlA tRuSt
According to Govt. of India 2011 census data report, there are about 1.5 million schools for about 193 
million students. There are 9.1 million teachers. This puts us at an average of 6 teachers per school. To 
meet recommendations regarding pupil-teacher ratio, in most cases administrators and principals 
are also added to the number of teachers. Less than 12% of teachers cleared the central Teacher 
Eligibility Test (cTET), which casts doubts on the quality of incoming teachers. There are more than 
7.7 lakh untrained in-service teachers in India. This means that a few million students are receiving 
a compromised education. We therefore need a system of teacher training which moves away from 
the traditional methods - which require a teacher to leave her classroom and receive training which 
might not be suitable for her class. Therefore, the requirement is a system which provides adaptable 

in-classroom support for teachers. The need to step into this gap has given rise to Meghshala.

ouR Aim iS to impAct 100,000 teAcheRS in 5 yeARS.

Meghshala plans to empower teachers by supporting existing teachers with “virtual master-
tutors” in class. The support will be in the form of instructions which are customized to the level 
of the teacher. Teachers will also be 
provided physical support in the 
classroom/school/district to ensure 
better adoption of our material. This 
way, the training they receive will 
be contextual and in-situ. curiosity 
and fun are an integral part of any 
classroom. Our lessons are built to 
bring the ‘AHA!’ moments in the 
classroom for both the teachers and 
students. They propose to populate 
the Meghshala cloud with lessons 
on every chapter, from Standard 1 to 
Standard 10. 
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Every lesson will be taught with the skill of a master teacher, making the student learn and recall 
facts, understand the process, think about applications, analyze data, evaluate answers and envision 
creative solutions to authentic real-life problems. Each unit will be informed by a set of basic values 
and ethical stances. Therefore, Meghshala focuses on the teacher and provides her/him enough 
support in the classroom to make teaching and learning successful. They also see themselves as 

enablers of human resources and 
dream that they  can help set the 
stage for India to be a true leader of 
the global economy.

Meghshala ran a pilot in partnership 
with India Literacy Project (ILP).

Number of Schools:   3
Number of Classrooms:  5
Number of Teachers:   10
Number of Students:   100

numbeRS in 2014-2015

ActivitieS unDeRtAken in 2014-15
creation of lessons (TK’s) in English, Math, Science and Social 
Studies for grade 7 of  Karnataka State Syllabus. Translation 
of Lessons from English to Kannada. Pilot lessons in class 7 
classrooms
• conducted Pre and Post pilot assessment.
• Trained teachers in classrooms.
• conducted regular observations and provided feedback to 

teachers.
• reworked on the product based on feedback received from 

teachers and students

meSSAge FRom meghShAlA to 
SAckhumvit tRuSt
We record with thanks, that Sackhumvit Trust believed in us when 
we were completely new to the game. You trusted us enough 
to fund us for the pilot last year, and it has been invaluable to 
get this Trust and this intervention into mainstream school re-
construction.
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kAlingA bAzAAR eDucAtionAl tRuSt 
(kbet),RAnchi

Kalanga Bazar Educational Trust (KBET) was established in Kolkata (calcutta) in 1995 with the goal 
of breaking the self-perpetuating cycle of poverty in the urban slums by empowering women, 
children and weaker communities through education, health and economic independence. KBET, 
an NGO, is committed to bring about sustainable and positive change in the lives of the people of 
India. KBET is at present working in the urban slums of ranchi, Jharkhand.

This Non-Profit Organization was started by Hajee Mahboob Kassim in calcutta, India and has 
received national and international acclaim and recognition as a social service and community 
development organization.

hiStoRy oF the oRgAniSAtion

bAckgRounD inFoRmAtion
KBET began its development program in the bazaars  where young children sold vegetables and 
groceries or were employed in petty labour. The work was later expanded to ranchi, now in the state of 
Jharkhand (originally Bihar). Work in ranchi started with one informal school (a room in a slum) in one 
of the worst slums in ranchi where poverty and sanitary conditions were harsh and pathetic. More than 
1,500 children have benefited from over 35 non-formal schools in 8 hard-hit slums. It was soon realized 
that once the children from these slums graduated and went on to the government schools, the dropout 
rate was so high because they could not deal with the social pressures and their homework. So KBET 
began tutorial classes in the early mornings and evenings and also initiated  family counseling project 
so that the children and their parents were constantly made aware of the importance of education. 

In addition, KBET realized that it had to help the families move out of the cycle of perpetual poverty. 
Vocational training centers were established for young women who learnt to sew, embroider and knit. 
Their products were sold in the open market. A few years ago, KBET also began micro lending programs. 
Women were organized into self help groups. They learnt to read, write, do accounting and participate 
in these self-help groups to empower them to run their own businesses. The motivation of these women 
to get out of the cycle of poverty is very commendable. The women were taught by very interesting 
methods of education using computers with colorful pictures of objects and associated letters. They 
also received training in math and accounting. This program was a huge success. 

KBET also began the HMK Public School - an English Medium School with Primary and Secondary formal 
education.
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miSSion, viSion, objectiveS AnD goAlS oF kbet

kbet miSSion

•  To work among the poor and economically deprived communities especially among women and 
children for their overall development.

•  To reach out to slum dwellers in the sectors of health, education and income generation.

•  To act as a facilitator for the local community, so that they are capable of meeting their own needs. 

•  To build a strong community that is capable of responding to all calamities that engulf their people 
and to overcome them with a strong will and with the participation of the community.

•   To build and develop KBET as an institution that is independent,  capable of assisting the community 
and assisting to eliminate poverty. 

•  To help the poor people to promote their business by providing small loans through micro finance.

kbet viSion
KBET’s vision is to build a new outlook on life by creating an atmosphere of self-improvement 
and enhanced quality of life through economic independence, education, health and mutual 
respect for each other in the urban as well as rural community in the State of Jharkhand.

kbet objectiveS
• To spread education among the deprived children through informal and formal schools.
• To spread education both academic and vocational among young girls and women and their 
men folk
• To provide vocational skills to the deprived women and adults in health, adult education scheme 
and entitlement, rapport building, accounts training, clusters member training, micro credit 
promotion, etc.
• To raise loans for the welfare of the poor and needy people through micro finance.
• To provide help to the poor, needy, the destitute, the physically handicapped through support/
training for the purpose of self-employment. 
• To help the elderly men and women.
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kbet goAlS

The goal of KBET is to empower women and children with the necessary skills to create a better 
life for themselves and their future generations by:

• Integrating children into the formal school system.

• Strengthening students with after school educational assistance for prevention of drop-outs 

leading to better results.

• Empowering women through economic self-sufficiency.

• Helping women and their families to lead more healthy lives.

• Strengthening the community’s ability to meet its need.

• Spreading awareness on social issues.

• Understanding hygiene.

kbet–woRking AReA AnD itS woRk

geogRAphicAl coveRAge / pReSent woRking AReAS

KBET has the mandate for working in whole of the Jharkhand State. At present it is working in 
Urban Slums of ranchi.

KBET has intervened in the slums of ranchi city. This is a 
vast area comprising a very poor community including 
all castes, minority, backward classes and some Sc/
ST clans. The slum lies in the heart of the city but lack 
of any facility is evident. The areas include small slum 
areas like Hindpiri, doranda, chutia, Karbala chowk 
Area, Azad Basti, Islam Nagar, Millat colony, Kanta Toli, 
Quraishi Mohalla, Moulana Azad colony, Pahari Tola, 
Harmu, Hatia, Jagannath Pur, Garha Toli, Khadgarha, 
Piska Nagri More, ratu, Pundag.
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kbet’S woRk

eDucAtion
The aims of education reflect the current needs and aspirations of 
a society as well as its lasting values. Education helps to address  
the immediate concerns of a community and human ideals.
Spreading Education among children as well as women through 
Formal School (H.M.K. Public School), Tutorial centers and Non-
Formal Education centers is the topmost priority of KBET.

h.m.k public School
KBET started its own formal school, in order to uplift the 
community. On 26th March 2005 HMK PUBLIc ScHOOL was 
inaugurated at Mojahid Nagar, Hindpiri, ranchi, with the aim to 
provide a good learning environment and quality education to 

the students living in the urban slum areas

moRning ASSembly pRAyeR 
Morning assembly is conducted in the school every day. It plays 
a vital role in developing good moral values among students. 
It also instills a sense of peace and gratitude. In short, prayers 
help students to become better human beings. 

hAnDwRiting competition
Handwriting is an art which is developed in the early years of a students 
life. In today’s culture, computers and printers make handwriting 
seem out of date. developing a child’s handwriting skill needs to be 
encouraged. Students from class I to V of HMK Public School, ranchi, 
participated eagerly in the English Handwriting competition. We 

congratulate the participants and the winners

ARt & cRAFt competition
Art and craft competitions are conducted quarterly every year. 
The hidden talents of students bloom and they participate in 
these competitions with great interest. On 27th September 2014 
and 23rd January 2015, the students once again displayed their 
skills. Their efforts were greatly appreciated and children enjoyed 
participating in the activities conducted.
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teAcheRS’ DAy celebRAtion
Teachers’ day is celebrated in India on 5th  September, the birthday of dr. Sarvepalli radhakrishnan, 
the second President of India and a highly respected scholar. On this day teachers are honored for 
their contribution to students. On 5th September 2014, several programs were conducted in the 
school. children joyfully celebrated Teachers’ day. They sang songs, enacted plays, recited poems 
and gave speeches.

chilDRen’S DAy celebRAtion
14th November is celebrated as children’s day all over India. children 
are the foundation of a nation. children should imbibe the values of 
discipline, order, cleanliness and honesty so that they may develop into 
responsible citizens. children’s day was celebrated with great enthusiasm 

on 14th November 2014. 

inDepenDence DAy celebRAtion 
On 15th August 2014, HMK Public School celebrated Independence day at the school premises. 
celebration of Independence day was a proud moment for every student. The program began with 
flag hoisting by the teachers. Students sang the National Anthem. This was followed by a cultural 
program.  Patriotic songs were sung. Managing Trustee (KBET) Mrs. Sakina Afzal Ahmad delivered a 
speech on the occasion. She encouraged the students to become responsible citizens of our country 
by taking small steps in their everyday lives. 

Republic DAy celebRAtion

On 26th January 2015, HMK Public School celebrated republic day at the school premises. This is a 
very special day for all Indians. India celebrated its 66th republic day this year.

The Program began with flag hoisting followed by the National 
Anthem.  cultural programs were presented by the students. 
The republic day was celebrated with zeal and enthusiasm. 

Mrs. Sakina Afzal Ahmad, 
Managing Trustee, KBET, wished 
the students a bright future and 
encouraged them to become 
responsible citizens of the country. 
Small deeds lead to great results. 
The students were encouraged to 
practice good manners, use polite 
words and be honest, dedicated, 
respect teachers, parents and all 
elders and to become disciplined 
students.
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pARentS’ meeting

AuDio-viSuAl clASSeS 
Audio-visual classes proved valuable in maintaining the interest of the students. The students gained 
appreciable familiarity with modern technology.

10th AnnuAl DAy celebRAtion 
The Annual day of HMK Public School was celebrated on 26th March 2015 with active participation 
by all the students. The teachers were honoured with prizes for their contribution resulting in 
excellent academic performances by the students. Students were rewarded for their performance 
in academics as well as co-curricular activities.

regular meetings with parents are conducted. Parents are given feedback of their ward’s 
performance. Suggestions by parents are encouraged and considered for community welfare. 

ReSult oF theSe ActivitieS

HMK Public School is ‘a dream come true’. Attending school, imbibing values, developing skills, 
participating in competitions, celebrating national festivals, these children have blossomed into 
confident students. Gone is the inferiority complex that was initially starkly visible in their body 
language.

Stress is laid on the importance of respect to parents and 
grandparents. The children are encouraged to be kind and 
helpful to the elderly in their community and to treat their 
parents, siblings and neighbours with respect.

Motivation of parents has also been addressed. regular 
interaction with them has made them realize the importance 
of maintaining a disciplined environment at home. children 
are being given time to study; loud and abusive language has 
given way to cooperation and consideration. 
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cLaSS maLe femaLe totaL

PrE NUrSErY 16 8 24

NUrSErY 17 12 29

PrEP 13 10 23

cLASS I 5 6 11

 cLASS II 7 8 15

cLASS III 2 5 7

cLASS IV 0 6 6

cLASS V 2 1 3

TOTAL 62 56 118

StuDent DetAil

In the session April 2014 to January 2015
Total # of students: 118 
Male:   62
Female: 56

oDiShA chApteR

  uDyAm
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intRoDuction

uDyAm 

Udyam means “continuous efforts”.  This NGO was registered under the Societies registration Act 
1860. The thrust lies in going back to the roots of poverty and working towards mitigating risk and 
vulnerability of the underprivileged and promoting livelihoods through rejuvenating the education 
resource base with empowerment and enabling process. 

Udyam is a voluntary organization registered 
under the Societies registration Act 1860 with local 
presence and identity, committed to development of 
poor, down trodden people and other marginalized 
and vulnerable sections of the society by effective 
youth participation. 
The  organization comprises of dedicated and 
committed youth with positive attitude who have 
been working for 12 years in coastal and tribal belts 
of Orissa on the issues of right to  education and 
shelter. Youth are the key players of Udyam. They 
believe that education can enlighten the darkness of poverty, corruption and exploitation. 

 

The issue in Odisha is that at the primary level,  a child is forced to discontinue school and engage  in 
labour intensive work to earn and assist the family. In such cases, uniform method of education would 
not be appropriate to educate them. In the tribal-region 
of Odisha specifically in Bissam Katak Block of rayagada, 
where habitants mainly depend on forest produce and 
hill agriculture, children go to forest to collect the forest 
products to support their families, specially during Mahua 
flower and Kendu leaf seasons. They do not attend school 
during these seasons. This is a regular phenomenon. Some 
other processes like establishing learning hubs, night 
school, morning school and Sunday school are needed to 
bring the dropout students into mainstream education. It 
was conceived that if children were unable to go to school 
during daytime because they look after their siblings or work in the fields, the night school concept 
addressed a part of the problem by bringing the school program to the child. 
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pRoject objectiveS

• 100 children in 5 villages regularly attend learning hubs and their reading and writing skills have 
considerably improved 

• 85 children in 5 project villages regularly attend government primary schools and percentage of 
irregular and dropout students has decreased.

• Extracurricular skills of the students of learning hubs are identified and gainfully utilized.

numbeRS in 2014-15

In 2014-15, there were five learning hubs having 107 tribal and dalit students in both rayagada and 
Jagatsinghpur districts.   These children attend night schools sponsored by Sackhumvit Trust.  The 
children work in farms during the day or look after their younger siblings, and in collaboration with 
Udyam, the children attend night schools and receive formal education.   One noticeable factor is 
that there is no electricity in the learning hubs and the children are being taught using petromax 
lights. 

ActivitieS unDeRtAken in 2014-15

Sl.no plAnneD ActivitieS ActivitieS Done

1. Establishing 5 learning hubs in 5 
villages (3 in Bissam Katak Block of 
rayagada district and 2 in Erasama 
Block of Jagatsinghpur districts).The 
plan includes continuation of ongoing 
teaching lessons in two night schools.

5 learning hubs are functioning with 107 
regular students. 5 local teachers are 
facilitating the learning hubs. 

2. Organizing 2 orientation workshops in 
2 clusters for teachers of the learning 
hubs. 

Two orientation workshops were 
organized for teachers of the learning 
hubs and they were trained on joyful 
process of learning.

3. conducting parent-teacher meetings 
every month in each project village.

20 parent-teacher meetings were 
organized  in 5 villages. In these meetings, 
the growth of the students and issues 
regarding learning hubs were discussed.
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4. Ensuring regular attendance of 
students in government schools 
through frequent monitoring and 
home visits. 

Teachers ensured regular attendance of 
students in primary school through home 
visits.

5. Facilitating environment education in 
each learning hub. 

Environment education session was 
organized in each learning hub.

6. Facilitating knowledge sharing sessions 
among village elders and learning hub 
studentswere conductedto transfer 
traditional knowledge from one 
generation to the next generation.

Knowledge sharing sessions among 
village elders and children were organized 
in 3 learning hubs of rayagada. 

7. Quarterly and half-yearly competitions 
ongeneral knowledge, singing and 
story-telling were organized.

General Knowledge, singing and art 
competitions were organized in all 
5 learning hubs and students were 
rewarded.

Facilitating “Exposure to outer world” 
program covering market visits, stake-
holder visits and visits to local offices, 
were arranged for the children for 
familiarisation.   

Under exposure to outer world program 
children have visited Post office, Panchayat 
Office and Anganwadi centre and learned 
on that.

8.

Identifying and inventing 
extracurricular skills of students of 
learning hub

Extracurricular skills of students were 
identified by teachers and nurtured.

9.

Publishing wall magazine Wall magazine was published in 2 learning 
hubs.

10.

campaign on cleanliness and hygienic 
practice

Students of learning hubs participated in 
cleanliness campaign programme

11.

Exposure visit programme to historical 
places of interest nearby.

Exposure visit programme was organized 
for all the students of 5 learning hubs. 

12.
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AchievementS FoR the yeAR 2014-15
In the last year’s ongoing project, community members realized the importance of education and 
performed their role to keep alive all 5 learning hubs established in their villages. community 
members regularly monitor the learning hubs and discuss the progress of  their children in the 
monthly parent teacher meetings. 

 In the 5 learning hubs of both Jagatsinghpur and rayagada,  
107 children are studying in their respective classes. After 6 
months of the project period, it was found that the students 
were attending the learning hub regularly, although many 
were irregular in Government primary day school. One of 
the reasons for the very conducive atmosphere of learning 
and teaching between the teacher and the taught, in the 
learning hubs than in primary schools. Over 80% students 
are now able to read Odia and 50% can read English – a 
remarkable achievement.  Similar trends of improvement 
are also seen in writing skills of students. children are able 
to read their Odia text books as well as Odia newspapers. Some of the older students are able to 
read English text books. This is an encouraging sign considering that the children are engaged in 
labour work during the day. More engagement is needed to make their English reading and writing 
spontaneous.  

 

due to marked improvement in reading and writing skills of the students,  they  now  feel confident 
of attending regular  school.  The children are also at ease with homework. 97 students out of a 
total of 107(91%) are now attending Government  schools 
regularly. This, indeed, is a remarkable achievement of 
Udyam in partnership with Sackhumvit Trust.  In short, the 
learning hubs concept is a success story of this partnership, 
which has witnessed decreased school dropouts and 
irregular attendance. Learning hubs in each village are 
effectively functional now and the night school is bubbling 
with activity. 
Some of the students of learning hubs have shown interest 
in painting and singing. 3 students are painting really 
well and one student is good at story writing. His  story is 
published in child magazine chakmak published by Ekalavya, Madhya Pradesh.

utilizAtion oF FunDS FoR the yeAR oF 2014-15
during  the financial year 2014-15, total amount of rs. 5,86,542.00 was disbursed for the night school 
program, promoted byUdyam in partnership with our Trust.
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ARt competition FoR chilDRen oRgAniSeD by uDyAm

SLNo detaILS amouNt

1 totAl income rs. 10270681

2 totAl DiSbuRSeD to pRojectS rs. 58922013

3 totAl ADminiStRAtive coSt rs. 1524431

4 ADmn coSt AS A peRcentAge oF totAl 
income

14.84%

FinAnciAlS : SAckhumvit tRuSt 2014-2015
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oRgAnizAtion’S Development plAn FoR next 5 yeARS

1. To acquire a premises in the urban/rural area in Bangalore, Karnataka State, to provide quality 
education to the underprivileged.

2. To start a full time women empowerment program in the new premises.

3. To provide special coaching and tutorials to the dropouts of the minority community and 
encourage them to attend school regularly.

4. To start a counselling centre for children and women and address their concerns.

5.  To bring about awareness on the environment and hygiene.


